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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Deborah Meckler. I come to you today under the auspices of the Speakers Bureau of the Funeral Education Foundation and the Funeral Consumers Alliance (FCA).Today’s presentation is sort of a hybrid that I have composed from parts of previous presentations on FCA and green burial, as well as some current information about the progress of a local green burial cemetery near Half Moon Bay.



o Funeral Education Foundation (FEF), Funeral 
Consumers Alliance (FCA)  

o What we do 

o Current Death Care Options 
o Available options and their environmental costs 
o Greener alternatives 

o Local Green Burial Options  
o Existing and planned 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since FEF, the Funeral Education Foundation, sponsors these talks, I will tell you a little bit about our organization and the work we do, and some of the information we provide about laws and choices.I will talk about current death care options in California and the impacts of these methods. I will explain what green burial is and why it is a good idea. And I will attempt to put the impacts into perspective.And finally, I will give you what information is currently available about local green burial opportunities.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In an effort to keep things light when talking about death and funerals for the Funeral Education Foundation and the Funeral consumers alliance, we try to inject a little humor, so we have titled our talk “are you good to go?”And thrown in a visual pun about both death and “going”



Funeral Consumers Alliance of  
 San Mateo & Santa Clara Counties (501c4) 

 

Funeral Education Foundation (501c3) 

 www.fcapeninsula.org 
  www.funerals.org (national)     

   www.fca-calif.org (state) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are the Funeral Consumers Alliance of San Mateo and San Mateo Counties—or FCA of the Peninsula.   We are a 501c4 non-profit corporation.www.fcapeninsula.orgOur sister organization, the Funeral Education Foundation, or FEF, is a 501c3 public benefit corporation, which means that donations to FEF are tax deductible.www.funerals.orgFCA is a national organization with affiliates at the state and local levels.  www.fca-calif.org

http://www.fcapeninsula.org�


Only a licensed funeral director is allowed to handle death care 
arrangements. 

The law requires that a body be buried in a coffin or casket. 

The law allows you to transport a body in your own vehicle. 
(with proper paperwork) 

In California, there are 3 legal ways to deal with human remains. 
1-Burial  2-Cremation  3-Body donation 

When conducting home funerals, it is required to refrigerate or 
embalm human remains after 24 hours 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So today, just for fun, we will start out with a little true-false quiz to see what you know about funeral regulations in California.By a show of hands, how many think this is true?FALSE: Funeral directors are hugely helpful when dealing with death care arrangements, but California law does not require that you use one. You may make all the arrangements yourself if you want. (Our website has information about family-conducted home funerals).FALSE. Conventional cemeteries will probably require burial containers, but there is no state law requiring it. In a green burial cemetery, you can be buried in a shroud or a bedsheet or your old fur coat if you want—anything biodegradable.TRUE. You can get a disposition permit that allows you to transport the body yourself. However, funeral homes always provide at least limited transportation and storage for the body as part of their basic service fee, and many hospitals and nursing homes will not release a body to a family member—something to keep in mind and arrange in advance if that is what you wantTRUE. The three legal means of body disposition are: Burial, Cremation, and body-donation. Body donation must be arranged in advance of death and there is no guarantee that the institution will actually want your body when the time comes—so this option is not always available. An attempt has been made to allow Alkaline Hydrolysis (sometimes called Resomation or bio-cremation) as a disposition option in California, but it hasn’t yet succeeded, though some other states have introduced it. Freeze-drying or “Promession”, a process developed in Sweden, has not yet been introduced in the US. I’ll explain more about these methods later.FALSE. (Trick question). FUNERAL HOMES are required to refrigerate or embalm a body after 24 hours, but if you conduct a home funeral, California law allows you to keep the body (I think) up to two weeks and makes no requirement for refrigeration. However, it is highly recommended to keep the body chilled.. Ice, dry ice or frozen gel packs can be used.



1. Regulatory paperwork 
 Death certificate 
 Disposition permit 
 Declaration of Disposition for Cremated Remains 

2. Transporting the body 
3. Disposition of body (burial, cremation, or 

donation) 
4. $$ Paying for it all $$ 
    Everything else is  

                      OPTIONAL 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are only 4 things that absolutely must happen when a person dies, and they are all related to dealing with the remains.Everything else is optional. Optional stuff includes embalming, flowers, music, ceremonies, hearses, viewing. If you have a green burial, you can even do without a coffin.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So—breaking news!—it costs money to die, EVEN if all you do is have the body taken away to be cremated.And if you want caskets, open-casket funerals, embalming, hearses, flowers, ceremonies, music, you can expect to pay big money for it. Or your family will pay big money unless you have made financial provisions.Minimal costs are in the $5000 to $7000 range.



We help you PLAN death care arrangements that are: 
 meaningful 
 dignified  
 affordable  

We are the “Consumers Reports” of the funeral 
business—from national to local. 
We give educational talks, sponsor programs, do 
surveys and publish information 
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FCA of San Mateo/Santa Clara Counties 
Funeral Education Foundation 
PO Box 60448 
Palo Alto, Ca 9340 
650-321-2109 
www.fcapeninsula.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how does FCA and FEF help you with this? Who are we?  What do we do?The FCA of San Mateo/Santa Clara Counties was founded as a Memorial Society in 1952 by some church people who were very disturbed that they were forced to buy more elaborate funerals than they wanted because of the pricing system at that time. This was about the time Jessica Mitford wrote her wonderful best-seller The American Way of Death, about how death care had become an industry that exploited people’s grief and guilt to enhance industry profits.  FCA and FEF promote PLANNING so that you can have meaningful, dignified and affordable death care. We all know that death is inevitable but most people don’t want to think about it and so they do not make any plans.  Not planning ahead for your own death care means that when you do die, members of your family will have to make a lot of urgent decisions at a time when they are grieving and under considerable emotional stress.  One of the sad results of this is that they are easily persuaded to spend more than is necessary, and often more than they can afford.We promote simplicity, economy and most of all CHOICE.  As consumer advocates for those making death care choices, our national organization has been instrumental in helping to pass and enforce legislation that protects consumers of funeral services from predatory practices by the funeral industry.Our local organization provides UNBIASED information about local providers’ prices and services to help members and the public know their choices.  We do educational talks (like this one), we publish information on our website and provide links to many other information providers, and we try to continue spreading the word about planning and options.



Per state & federal law, mortuaries 
 Must give you a price list and the state booklet 

on funeral-buying 

 Must give prices over the phone 
 Must use your casket, even if you buy it 

somewhere else 
 Must advise your family if they have your 

funeral plans on file 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here are some things it is good to know about your rights:Must give you a price list:Before the Federal Trade Commission’s Funeral Rule, passed in 1984, it was essentially impossible to compare prices between funeral homes, because services were bundled. The Funeral rule specified that every single good or service had to be priced separately so that consumers could purchase only what they wanted. The national Funeral Consumers Alliance was instrumental in getting this legislation passed.Must give individual prices over the phone:They don’t have to read you their entire price lists, which often run to many pages, but if you call asking a specific price, then they are required to give it to you.Must use your casket…You can supply your own casket—build it yourself (like they did in the olden days), order it on-line—whatever.  My personal favorite is the duel-purpose bookshelf where you can take out the shelves and close the thing up into a coffin when the time comes. The message here is that you are not required to buy a casket from a funeral home.  There are several casket stores in the area, and of course, as most people know, Costco sells caskets.And they must tell your family if they have your funeral plans on file, especially if the plans have been pre-paid.Our organization cautions against pre-payment. There is the erroneous notion that “everything is taken care of” if you pre-pay, but there are lots of problems with this, not least of which is that funeral homes change owners or go out of business, which happens more and more these days.There are about 15,000 deaths/year in San Mateo and Santa Clara counties, and about 55 funeral homes, which means that on average each funeral home handles about 5 deaths a week. The cremation rate is up over 50% in these difficult economic times, further cutting into their profit, so you can see that running a funeral home may not be a reliable way to make a living, hence the number going out of business or selling out to the multi-national corporations. Instead of pre-payment, we advise opening a savings account for your death care expenses, on which you name a beneficiary, a person you trust who will handle your affairs.--------------------------------------------------------------SM CO population (2011):      727,209                                  22 mortuariesSC Co population                1,809,378                                  33 mortuaries                     TOTAL          2,516,587     ~2.5 million            55 mortuariesDeath rate ~ 6/1000             ~15,000 deaths/yr                    275 funerals/yr/mortuary  or 5+/week 



  

 Give unbiased answers to your questions about 
death care 

 Price surveys of local mortuaries & cemeteries 

 Live phone help during office hours 

 Informative website and brochures 

 A “Before I Go” kit ($10) for planning 
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FCA of San Mateo/Santa Clara Counties 
Funeral Education Foundation 
PO Box 60448 
Palo Alto, Ca 9340 
650-321-2109 
www.fcapeninsula.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How FCA and FEF helpWe have no financial ties to any provider in the funeral industry, so we can provide completely unbiased information about all matters around death careWe keep abreast of laws and regulations concerning funerals and the rights of funeral consumersWe annually collect and analyze price information from local providers so that we can provide a one-stop-shop for price comparisonsOur office is staffed only 3 afternoons a week—we are a non-profit after all, on a tight budget-- but we answer emails, have a very informative website, and even have an after hours number to call in case of emergency.We also attempt to provide some information about end-of-life care, such as information about Advance Health Care Directives, hospice care, etc.And we have planning kits to encourage and guide you through the planning effort.FCA is a membership organization and membership entitles you to discounted prices at some of the local mortuaries.



 
Join, Donate, Volunteer 

FCA and FEF  
 

Application forms  
and  

helpful brochures 
available here TODAY 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So before I go on to the next section of this talk, I will mention that there is more information about FCA and FEF on the web site that you can peruse at your leisure. And I should point out that since we are a very small non-profit, we rely on the help of volunteers to provide the services that we do. 
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Green Burial:   
 

What?   
Why? 

 
Deborah Meckler                                                                                February 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I expect that most of you know something about green burial, but I will give this brief overview of what it is and why it is a good idea.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With my minimal artistic skills, I tried to encapsulate the value of green burial to the cemetery fauna.
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Terminology 

• “Conventional” vs “Traditional” 

• Traditional = according to cultural 
norms and customs 

• Conventional = the current way of 
doing things 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Traditional Death Practices 
• Culturally dependent 

• Buried with tools, food 
and weapons 

• Mummified and “buried” 
in a pyramid 

• Burned on a pyre 

• Placed on elevated 
platforms for vultures 

• Buried in plain wooden 
box, wooden marker 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Conventional Burial 
• As depicted in movies and on TV 

• Polished wood coffin, lined with 
satin and ornamented with brass 
handles 

• Embalmed bodies look as if they 
are peacefully sleeping 

• Coffins lowered into concrete-
lined holes 

• Carved headstone or cast metal 
plaques 

• Shoulder to shoulder graves 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although I have titled this slide “conventional burial” it actually depicts some iconic but not necessarily accurate image of what funerals are like are these days. It does seem as if all movies and TV shows depict this iconic funeral—gleaming polished caskets bedecked with elaborate floral arrangements being lowered into the ground while black-clad somber or weeping people look on.What most people don’t realize is that the caskets are not being lowered into the ground, they are being lowered into concrete boxes, called vaults or grave-liners. Although there is no law requiring vaults, conventional cemeteries DO require them because they prevent the earth from subsiding over the decomposing coffin, creating uneven ground which is difficult to mow and which causes tombstones to lean or topple.Note that never mind that hawk sitting on the grave marker, stone yards do not make good eco-systems.
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Green Burial 
• Plain wooden box, 

biodegradable container, or 
shroud 

• No embalming 

• Buried directly in the earth—no 
concrete vault or grave liner 

• Graves marked by  
– local fieldstones  
– a planting of 

trees/shrubs/flowers/grasses  
– GPS point 

• Uninterrupted open spaces 
From: http://www.glendalenaturepreserve.org    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Green burial removes much of the “stuff” from death care.No embalming, no sealed metal or hardwood coffins, no concrete vaults.  Just direct burial in the earth in biodegradable containers or shrouds and graves marked minimally--with local fieldstones or a planting of trees or flowers, or maybe only a GPS pointI will stop here and express my appreciation to Google Images for most of the pictures in this presentation, including this one straight out of Hollywood, depicting an almost believable “green” burial.  However…NOTE:  the middle picture is one I took at Fernwood, a green burial cemetery in Marin County, in the spring of 2005. You can just about see a fairly fresh grave.  Today, you could probably not find this grave without a GPS device. The uninterrupted open spaces are off to the left of the picture.

http://www.glendalenaturepreserve.org/�
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why go green?
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Costs of Conventional Death Care 

  
• Resource Costs 
 in an average year we bury  

– 90,272 tons of steel,    
– 2,700 tons of copper and bronze, 
– 1.6 million tons of reinforced concrete3  
– Over 30 million board feet of hardwoods1 

– 827,060 gallons of embalming fluid2 

• Environmental costs 
• Energy Costs 

1. From http://thesoko.com/thesoko/article1301.html  
2. From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eco-cemetery  
3. From http://www.cnn.com/2009/TECH/02/17/dying.green/index.html  

Copper Mine, Utah 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRICES v COSTSMarkups are commonly 200-300%Funeral industry pockets the $Environmental costs born by societyWe dig up the metals, trashing the landscape, smelt the ores, further trashing landscape and air, and then BURY the metal again as a coffin…!!  These pictures just show examples of the environmental destruction we wreak to get our “stuff”. They like to brag that this Kennecott copper mine in Utah, over two miles in diameter, is so big you can see it from space…To get a sense of the scaleThis little dot is one of those huge dump trucks with tires twice the height of a man.This is the resource cost of burying people in pretty boxes.

http://thesoko.com/thesoko/article1301.html�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eco-cemetery�
http://www.cnn.com/2009/TECH/02/17/dying.green/index.html�
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Costs of Conventional Death Care 

Environmental Cost 
– Unsustainable wood 

harvesting 

– Toxic varnishes 

– Toxic metallurgy: mining, 
smelting, etc 

– Toxic embalming materials 

– Fertilizers, pesticides,  
mowing, watering 

– Impacts to hydrology 

– Nutrient cycling 
 
 
 

 

Pictures from: www.modernburialsystem.com:a new way to get 1645 graves/acre 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to unsustainable mining and logging, there are other environmental costs to conventional burials.  There are toxic glues and varnishes, embalming fluid, and fertilizers and pesticides used to keep the lawns pretty. And impacts to hydrologyIf you scrape a layer of dirt off a conventional cemetery you find an almost solid pavement of concrete vaults.This picture from Modern Burial Systems.com shows how a cemetery can pack the bodies in at high density by completely removing the natural soil and putting down rows of vaults, topping them with sod and then neatly opening one grave at a time for assembly-line burials. All the ability of rainwater to percolate to streams or aquifers is completely destroyed by this vast impervious pavement just below the surface.I cite “nutrient cycling”  [click] as an environmental issue because,  in nature, everything is recycled--everything is eaten by something else.Humans--despite having eaten masses of earth creatures their whole lives--ATTEMPT to remove their own bodies from the food web when they die by injecting embalming fluid and being sealed into coffins and vaults, but this only means that the bodies are eaten by the bacteria they are buried with—most of which are unaffected by embalming fluid, by the way-- instead of by worms, fungi and other soil-dwelling organisms.WRT toxics it should be NOTED that the danger of embalming fluid is mostly to embalmers rather than to the environment.  In the old days embalming fluid contained arsenic, and leakage from old cemeteries still poses a threat to ground water.  However, today embalming fluid is made from formaldehyde and phenols, which break down quickly in the environment, so the only real danger is to embalmers themselves who have elevated death rates from arteriosclerotic heart disease, leukemia and cancers of the brain, colon, and prostate.The KEY POINT ABOUT EMBALMING, however, is that it is generally UNNECESSARY!

http://www.modernburialsystem.com/�


Death Care Choices in Megajoules 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I did some very rough back-of-the-napkin calculations comparing the embodied energy of conventional burial (CONTAINERS only), green burial containers and cremation. “Embodied energy” is the sum of all energy required to produce a product.   Note that there are many other pertinent factors besides the containers, some of which I will go into later. But this will give a simple comparison of some of the components of the different body disposition choices.I have chosen stainless steel and copper-clad caskets to compare, partly because they are so common, but also because there are too many variables for wood caskets to allow for proper comparisons. So here is the embodied energy of a stainless steel coffin.I should note that roughly 60% of steel used in this country IS recycled, and that has been factored in to this calculation.Add this for its concrete vault—note that the concrete more than doubles the energy use.CONCRETE, it turns out, is a pretty high energy product.In order to make the cement for concrete, coal or coke is used to heat limestone and clay to 2700F to drive off its water. The resulting “clinker”  is then ground to a powder, after which sand, gravel, and water is added to compose the concrete.- CEMENT production worldwide is estimated to produce approximately 5 percent of all carbon dioxide emissions from human sources—more than all global air travel COMBINED!- It also produces nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides and particulate matter. Here is the copper coffin and its vault. Here is the pine PINE COFFIN--NOTE that I do NOT include the vault for the pine coffin, since this will probably be used in a green burial -- the figures used for this are kiln-dried pine, so raw lumber would be even lower.For a COTTON shroud—this represents the embodied energy for conventionally grown cotton, fertilizers, pesticides and all.  Organic cotton would use even less energy—it might not show up on this graph at all.- And here is the CREMATION ENERGY-If this seems shocking, consider that human bodies are 70% water.  For a 150-lb person, that’s 105 pounds of water -	-Imagine putting that much water in a pot on the stove and trying to boil that pot dry.-	-And that’s just the body’s water.-	-Bodies have to be heated to around 1500 F for 2-5 hours to be fully burned, and even then, large chunks of bone remain and have to be pounded to powder.-	-Cremation currently costs less than the other death care choices partly because fossil fuels remain artificially cheap in this country, but also because there doesn’t need to be any long term land stewardship associated to cremation, as there is for cemeteries.- TRANSITION-	In case you can’t get your mind around what a megajoule is, here is a useful translation into something more familiar…



Death Care Choices as Miles Driven (in your SUV) 
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SF to Lake Tahoe 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
….Namely, driving your gas-guzzling SUV. I used 15 mpg for this cute little chart.
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Up in Smoke? 
• People, when buried, 

become soil, which fixes 
carbon. 

• People, when burned, 
become 46 different chemical 
pollutants including: 
– Carbon monoxide 
– Nitrous oxides 
– Sulfur oxides 
– Mercury 
– Dioxin 
– Hydrogen chloride 
– Hydrogen fluoride 
– Cadmium 
– Chromium 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then there is the The Carbon IssueAside from the 70% that is water, humans are carbon-based life forms.  Soil is a good carbon “sink” and when you are buried, your carbon is pretty well “fixed” into the soil, or into soil-dwelling organismsWhen you are burned, you become air pollution--noted here are some of the pollutants cremation adds to the atmosphereTo be fair, crematoria account for very little toxic air pollution, because bodies are mostly organicHeavy metals such as mercury from dental amalgams are the chief concern, but emissions from crematoria are miniscule compared to coal-fired power plants.For example, --the Bay Area Air Quality Management District does not regulate mercury emissions from any point source producing less than 57 lbs mercury/year.  --A crematory running 10 cremations  a day—which is quite a lot-- would only produce a maximum of about 25 lbs/year of mercury emissions.  Even still,  it would be inadvisable to raise your children or send them to school down wind of a crematorium.  Constant exposure to even low levels of particulate mercury can cause serious health problems, especially in children.-	NOTE: in the background of this picture from India, all the piles of wood used to supply the fuel for the funeral pyres.  It is estimated that funeral pyres account for the loss of about 30 square miles of Indian forest every year.  Of course, we don’t use wood for cremation in this country, but the natural gas WE use for cremations could probably be put to more constructive uses.



Other Disposition Methods 

24 
Promession 

Solar 
Cremation 

Composting 

Alkaline 
Hydrolysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I mentioned earlier that there are only 3 ways to deal with human remains in California—burial, cremation, and pre-arranged body donation.But there are other possibilities and here are some of them.----------------------------------------------------------So because of the drain on forest resources for funeral pyres, Indians now often use powered cremations, but electricity and other energy sources are both expensive and unreliable in India, so in at least one very eco-conscious ashram they have turned to our largest free resource – the sun.This solar cremator, the only one currently operating in the world, is located at the Muni Seva Ashram near Gujarat in India. On a sunny day, it can reportedly cremate a 130-pound body in about 2 hours. I have been unable to find out anything about emissions from the device, but it seems like a logical solution in places where there is lots of sunshine.  Although in this country, it would have to handle bodies much larger than 130 lbs to be feasible.---------------------------------------------------------------In this country, there is a new “greener way to go” called Alkaline Hydrolysis, also referred to as bio-cremation (a ridiculous misnomer), water cremation, or Resomation, based on one of the product names for the machine.This process has been made legal in several states in the US (Florida, Maine, Minnesota, and Oregon), and bills have twice been introduced in California to make it a 4th option for disposition of human remains here, but as yet no bill has even made it out of committee to a floor vote—apparently they can’t think how to regulate it.The process uses a very high pH (very alkaline) solution--usually potassium hydroxide– heated under pressure to about 350 F—to dissolve the flesh off the bones. It takes 3-5 hours depending on the size of the body.  The effluent when cooled can have its pH adjusted to more normal levels, at which point it becomes safe for pipes and actually beneficial to the working bacteria in sewage treatment facilities. Toxics such as dental amalgams can be separated out and disposed of appropriately. The remaining bone is very crumbly and is returned to the family, rather like ashes are returned after cremation.  As you can see from the numbers, this process is indeed lower impact than cremation.  ----------------------------------------------------------------There is a sort of freeze-drying process called Promession invented by a Swedish woman that is trying to get going in Europe. The remains are frozen in liquid nitrogen, then sound waves vibrate the brittle body until it crumbles. Then the water is drawn off in a vacuum chamber, metals and toxics are separated out, and the remaining dry powder can be safely mixed with soil to decompose aerobically and completely in as little as a year. I cannot find any information about how much energy this process uses. Nor can I find out if there is actually an operating facility anywhere. One was due to open by the end of 2011, probably in Sweden, but as of April 2012, opening was still said to be 6 to 12 months away. And Promessa UK broke off with their Swedish counterparts saying the process was still “in concept stage”.---------------------------------------------------------------In this country, several states have started to use wood chip composting for large roadkill such as deer. It takes less than a year to reduce the carcasses to bones and compost.  You can imagine, however, that using this clean, low-energy process to compost HUMAN remains would face an uphill regulatory battle.
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http://ivem.eldoc.ub.rug.nl/FILES/ivempubs/dvrapp/EES-2011/EES-2011-112M/ElisabethKeijzer_EES-2011-112M.pdf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I did most of the research for green burial a number of years ago, starting around 2008,  when I was pretty much on my own trying to figure out the environmental impacts of the various processes for disposition of human remains.But Lo! When I went back to start looking at it again recently for updated information, I found that some enterprising young woman in the Netherlands had done her master’s thesis on the very subject! And there was her paper, right there on the internet—all 72 pages of it! It’s called “Environmental Impact of funerals” by Elisabeth Keijzer and has a 2011 date.  You can read it at:http://ivem.eldoc.ub.rug.nl/ivempubs/dvrapp/EES-2011/EES-2011-112M/I, of course, had done my calculations fairly narrowly, focusing ONLY on the materials and energies of body disposition. Ms. Keijzer was rather more comprehensive in her analysis.



Funeral “Parts” 
The Preliminary Part 
(logistical, ceremonial)  
• Production of coffin, 

death announcements, 
food for ceremony 

• Flowers 
• Cooling the body 
• Transport of friends and 

relatives to ceremony 
• Transport of body 

The Final Part  
(dealing with the remains) 

• 4 methods of body 
disposition 
– Burial (conventional) 
– Cremation 
– Cryomation (Promession) 
– Resomation (alkaline 

hydrolysis) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ms. Keijzer analyzed in great detail the environmental impacts of all activities associated to death and funerals, not just energy use, but air and water pollution, ozone depletion, land use, human health impacts, affects on ecosystems, and on and on. Whereas I only considered the body disposition aspect of death—the minimum necessary activity-- she considers the entire process, including ceremonies, death announcements, flowers, body handling, etc. She refers to these as the “preliminary part”, and dealing with the physical remains as the “final part”.She breaks the “preliminary part” down into 3 cryptically-named aspects which you will see on the next slide, but I have listed the highlights here. Note that no matter what body disposition method is used, the “preliminary part” remains more or less constant, possibly excepting production of the coffin, which I am not sure why that isn’t part of the body disposition. The “Final Part” or body disposition aspect is one of four possibilities as shown here—each with different environmental impacts: burial, cremation, cryomation or resomation. She notes that information about the energy aspects of the two new methods—cryomation and resomation—come from the companies associated with the processes, not from any outside objective analysis.Now—looking only at the preliminary part—take a guess as to which of these has the highest environmental impact.Recall that I showed you how far you could drive your gas-guzzling SUV on the energy of a single cremation. Now imagine that you have relatives and friends driving in--or flying in—from all over the country or the world to attend your funeral. You can imagine how the fossil fuel use of that much travel completely dwarfs whatever low or even high impact body disposition method you have chosen for your “final part”.NOW—take a guess as to which of these items in the “preliminary part”  has the NEXT highest environmental impact.Surprise!  Why flowers? Turns out flowers use a lot of agricultural land, require huge amounts of water, are responsible for significant soil and water pollution because of the volumes of fertilizers and pesticides used to make them grow big and pretty and keep them undamaged by insects. And since humans don’t eat these flowers, there are fewer restrictions on what poisons can be used. After harvest flowers have to be kept refrigerated and transported long distances quickly—sometimes flown in.  Who knew?  Puts a whole different spin on that romantic bouquet on Valentines Day.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide from Ms Kreijzer’s paper charts data combined from several different analytical methods for doing life cycle analysis.Note all the different considerations:The dashed line down the middle divides the impact of the logistical/ceremonial activities from those of the body disposition options.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But because the left-hand stuff is additive as well as more or less constant regardless of the body disposition method chosen, I animated things a little bit to give a more accurate picture.So you get the point. If you really want to go out green, there is more to consider than just how you deal with the human remains. But even still, what you do with your body when you die adds to your own total environmental impact, and is therefore worth minimizing.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The amount of energy used in one cremation is approximately equal to the amount of energy one person living in the US uses in 5 days—or roughly 1/5000 of your life’s use of energy, assuming an 80-year lifespanI have read that if everyone in the US were buried in standard-sized graves, all the graves would fit into the state of Rhode Island.So if death-related land use, resource use, and energy use (and all the consequences of energy use) are so negligible, is it worthwhile to spend money on lowering your impact? (because green burial is not ever going to be the cheapest alternative)I believe the answer is yes. You pay more for compact fluorescent bulbs to save incremental amounts of energy, and you turn them off when you are out of the room. You pay more for organic produce to reduce the sum total of pesticide use. You all carpool (I’m sure) and drive hybrids to lower your fossil fuel use. And the benefits are cumulative.As you can see from this little tidbit I toted up for FEF’s recent newsletter, 312 homes could be heated for a year with the energy used by the cremations if everyone who died in our two counties was cremated. All you have to do is cut that in half to have real data: about 50% of people who die these days ARE cremated.But there is more value than just the lowered environmental impacts. You get the satisfaction of knowing that you are truly returning to earth, contributing your corporeal self to the fecundity of the planet (though I personally wish I could feed myself to the condors). The minimally-disturbed green burial cemeteries can help to curb sprawling development, can provide protected habitat for earth’s beleaguered wildlife, can improve watersheds. The money generated can go toward habitat restoration and wilderness protection. The footprint of humanity is expanding over the land. Green burial is one of the many possibilities for helping to reverse that process.



Local Options 

• Fernwood, Mill Valley 
• Soquel 
• Skylawn (date unknown) 
• Half Moon Bay (2 – 3 years away) 
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So what are the local options for green burial?  Because if you have to be transported long distances to be buried, you’ve undone any benefits.
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The Coastside Land Trust has acquired about 7 acres of land from the California Coastal Conservancy. The final paperwork is being done and soon (or already?) CLT will have the deed to the land.Jo Chamberlain, the executive director of CLT, did not want me to show a map of the place because they really don’t want people stopping by and tromping through. So I am showing you only this satellite picture with no geographical reference points.Look at stream, gully, slope, old cemetery, surrounding farmland.
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Cemetery Authority License 
Cemetery Endowment Initial Deposit 
Cemetery Fidelity Bond 
Fire Review Fee 
Public Hearing for Coastal Development Permit 
Department of Public Works Review Fee 
Environmental Review: Initial Study and Negative Declaration 
Planned Agricultural Permit 
Public Notice for Planned Ag Permit 
5% Legal Council Surcharge for above 
Flora/fauna inventories 
surveying 
habitat management/restoration plan 
hydrology assessment 
signs--entrance 
signs--interpretive 
grade/gravel parking lot for 20 vehicles 
tree cutting and wood chipping 
stump grinding 
intall pit toilets (optional) 
picnic tables 
goats 
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Just to give you some idea of why it is going to take 2-3 years to get this cemetery going, even with the property deed in hand, here is just a sampling of what has to happen before it can get going.Currently the land is zoned as Planned Agricultural Development, and that carries with it certain exclusions about what can occur on that land. A key conflict could be that the County PAD zoning specifies that the land cannot be removed from agriculture, but the California State regulations for cemeteries required that they be “dedicated” to the EXCLUSIVE use of burying human remains, which, in effect, removes it from agriculture. A zoning variance will need to be granted.And even the part about being dedicated for human remains is problematic, because CLT wants to make this a multi-species cemetery, so that you can be buried next to or with your beloved pets. The Cemetery and Funeral Bureau keeps insisting that this is not legal, but after numerous attempts to get them to specify which law says that, they have reluctantly admitted that they cannot point to such a prohibition.Bottom line is lots of hurdles and lots of expense to make this happen.
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Because you can’t actually visit the future cemetery site, I have these pictures to give you a sense of the place. There are lots of tall trees, and lots of birds nesting in them. We found owl pellets on the ground indicating the presence of this key predator species. As you can see the fencing is pretty run-down. There has been some dumping on the property, though not much
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The ground is overgrown with mostly invasive species—note this nasty cape ivy on the bottom left. Goats can help clean this up, and burials will probably include the planting of native vegetation.Some of the old dead trees and most of the very young trees will be removed and chipped up to use for paths. Tall mature trees will be left standing to maintain the habitat value for the birds that use them for nesting and roosting. 
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The parcel includes a couple acres of meadow. Graves will be marked by GPS and possibly some biodegradable markers fashioned from the onsite trees that will be taken down.A preliminary very rough estimate of the number of graves possible at the cemetery is about 1500. With very precise GPS, it may be possible to increase that number.
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Just another view
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You can almost see in this slide the slope down to the stream. The drop-off near the creek is quite steep, which is actually a good thing. There will be a riparian corridor extending out from the creek where burials will not be allowed.
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This gives a better sense of the slope down to the stream.



THANK YOU 

39 www.fcapeninsula.org 
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